RELIC BREWING CO. BEER DINNER

Wednesday March 25th, 2015 – 6:30 PM ARRIVAL
124 LaSalle Road | West Hartford. CT

UPON ARRIVAL | THE FLETCHER AMERICAN PALE ALE
BLUEPOINT OYSTERS | STEAK TARTAR | QUAIL EGG
DEVILS ON HORSEBACK | HOUSE BACON
HBC BAGUETTE | BEER, PIMENTO, & CHEESE SPREAD

COURSE ONE | CLOCKWORK PALE ALE
FLUKE & FRIES | CURED EGG YOLK GRIBICHE | CRISPY CAPERS | CHARRED LEMON

COURSE TWO | RYEPOCOLYPSE IMPERIAL RYE STOUT
SMOKED LAMB RACK CHOP | DR. PEPPER GASTRIQUE | WHIPPED PARSNIP | CHERRIES

COURSE THREE | QUEEN ANNE’S REVENGE PORTER
BEEF CHEEKS | POBLANO MOLE | DRIED SCALLOP FRIED QUINOA

COURSE FOUR | BIER DE NOEL WINTER ALE
LOCAL STINKY AND NON STINKY CHEESES | GREEN WALNUTS

Cost is $55 per person, tax and gratuity not included. Menu subject to change, depending on availability of ingredients.